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Abstract. Personalized information service has become the hot issue in the field of Web
service research. User personalized model can build different models to suit individual
behavior. By studying the ontology modeling and semantic technology, we presented a
new user personalization model for Web service discovery based on pruning strategy in
this paper, and respectively, analyzed and introduced the model formalization and pruning
strategy. An application instance illustrated the execution flow of the pruning strategy
and the structure property of the model, and simulation experiments also verified the
performances of the proposed model by comparing two typical algorithms. The results
show that this model can reveal the points of user interest, and has ideal stability and
accuracy, which can satisfy the Web service application well.
Keywords: Ontology, Personalization model, Semantic similarity, Pruning strategy

1. Introduction. User Personalization Model (UPM) is an application-oriented formal-
ism with specific data structures. Based on different user habits and characteristics, it
could realize distinct modeling so as to support personalized information service. In the
current research field of Web services, user personalization model is widely used in Web
service discovery, selection, combination and recommendation. Development of effective
techniques for user personalization model is becoming a research hotspot. Currently there
are many studies and typical methods related to user personalization model, which mainly
focus on the definition and the expression of model, and generally adopt weights decompo-
sition, utility function or other ways to model user’s preferences; although their function
is strong, due to a lack of satisfied global performance, most of these developed meth-
ods either behave in simple functionality, poor accuracy and low reliability, or preform
with high complexity, large computational cost and weak flexibility, so their practical
application effect tends to be low.

In this paper, we propose a new user personalization model for Web service discov-
ery based on pruning strategy, which adopts ontology technology and mainly focuses
on solving the balance between stability and flexibility, to enhance the reliability of fi-
nal discovery. The experimental results show that the proposed model has realized the
anticipated targets, and it could improve the efficiency of service discovery.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will review the related personaliza-
tion methods as well as analyze their strength and weakness. Model formalization and
pruning strategy are introduced in Section 3, followed by the application and experiment
in Section 4. The conclusion is given in Section 5.
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2. Related Work. Various typical techniques have been used to develop efficient and
effective personalization model to provide individualized service discovery to users based
on their preferences and past behavior. For instance, choice trend of user is often used
to define the user’s individual preferences [1]. These methods often use WSMO (Web
Service Modeling Ontology) to mark the Web service description and other content, and
they focus on resolving some single value preferences.

Non-functional properties of Web service such as QoS also have recently been studied
as an approach to construct models for personalization [2]. Relative weights are gener-
ally used to define user individuality preference factor in such methods. As the weight
distribution is usually subjective, so the applicability of these methods is not satisfied.

Utility Function has been widely applied to user’s preferences modeling [3]. In these
methods, Utility Function is often conducted based on the QoS property of Web service. It
is a special technology that depends on the information quantity about the QoS property.
As the information gathering process usually takes a large consumption and has strict
requirements, this kind of method is hardly to be realized.

Adapting the Conditional Preference Network (CP-net) is currently one of the common
methods [4]. CP-net can be treated as a Bayesian network, which utilizes ceteris paribus
[5] to express users’ preferences. However, this kind of method is strictly limited by the
number and capability of expressed preferences.

As the ontology can effectively support the knowledge inference, researching UPM
by ontology technology [6] has become a hot issue in Web services applications. Using
ontology model to define the users’ individual preferences should take full advantage
of history operation record and individual attribute information; meanwhile, the user’s
interests and preferences should be summarized with initiative. These kinds of methods
have strong inference, high effect and reliability.

3. Personalization Based on Ontology. In this paper, we argue that the UPM for
a specific user is essentially a subtree from domain ontology, and the main structure of
UPM will be obtained by reasonable formal description about this subtree. To simplify the
analysis, we assume the user’s interest points are only confined to a particular application
domain, and we tentatively will not consider user’s interdisciplinary interest.

3.1. Model formalization. There are a variety of ontology formal methods [7] in current
researching such as the five-tuple, six-tuple and seven-tuple. In this paper, we define the
UPM P based on a previous study [8] which is in the form of three-tuples and can be
shown as Equation (1):

P =< C,H, I > (1)

where, C means the set of all concepts of ontology in all levels; H represents the hierarchy
of C, which is used to describe specific relationships between concepts. In general, these
relationships are parent-child relationships; I is used to describe the fact about user’s
interest in C, and it is a set of two-tuples consisting of a concept and the degree of user’s
interest in it. Specifically, I is shown as Equation (2):

I = {(ci, ri)|i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, ci ∈ C, ri ∈ [0, 1] (2)

where, ci is a concept of C; ri means the degree of user’s interest in ci.
In order to facilitate subsequent calculation and comparison, we first give the following

definitions.

Definition 3.1. ri is the degree of user’s interest in concept ci, and it is the ratio of
the called number of concept ci and its child concepts to the total called numbers of all
concepts of ontology. It can be calculated by Equation (3):

ri =
cnt(ci) +

∑
cnt(cj)∑

ck∈C cnt(ck)
, (ci, cj) ∈ H (3)
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Definition 3.2. The distance between concept ci and concept cj is dis(ci, cj), which is the
number of nodes of the shortest path which connects these two concepts.

Definition 3.3. The depth of concept ci is denoted by dep(ci), which is the distance
between concept ci and root node R.

Definition 3.4. The depth of ontology is expressed as depO, which is the maximum depth
of concept about C.

Definition 3.5. The floor depth of ontologies is expressed as FdepOab which is the mini-
mum depth of ontology among ontology a and ontology b; and the upper depth of ontologies
is expressed as UdepOab, which is the maximum depth of ontology among ontology a and
ontology b.

Definition 3.6. den(ci) signifies the density of concept ci, and it refers to number of child
nodes which belong to concept ci.

Definition 3.7. jden(ci, cj) signifies the joint density between concept ci and concept cj,
which can be calculated by Equation (4):

jden(ci, cj) =

√
den(ci) × den(cj)

den(ci) + den(cj)
(4)

In addition, we express the parent node of concept ci as par(ci), express the nearest
common parent node of concept ci and concept cj as ncp(ci, cj), and denote the similarity
degree between concept ci and concept cj by sim(ci, cj).

In our rules, den(par(R)) = 0, and sim(ci, cj) can be calculated by Equation (5):

sim(ci, cj) =
dep(ncp(ci, cj)) + jden(par(ci), par(cj))

dis(ci, cj) − 1 + dep(ncp(ci, cj)) + jden(par(ci), par(cj))
(5)

3.2. Pruning strategy. In order to compare UPM efficiently, it is necessary to provide
the calculation method and application of strategy. We propose a pruning strategy based
on the above formalization.

Firstly, we need construct a matching tree MT to record the matching results. Each
node ndk of MT represents a concept pair cpk and its matching result, which can be
described as follows:

ndk =< cpk, sim(cpk), r(cpk) > (6)

where, cpk = (ci, cj), sim(cpk) = sim(ci, cj), and r(cpk) = min(ri, rj).
Suppose there are two UPM: Pa of Ua and Pb of Ub that need to be matched, and Cam

means the set of the concepts of the m level from the root in Pa, |Cam| means the number
of concepts in Cam, and then the pruning strategy can be decomposed into the following
steps.

(1) Match the root node Ra of Pa and root node Rb of Pb, and if they are the same then
we can get the root node nd1 of MT , namely, nd1 =< (Ra, Ra), 1.0, 1.0 >; else we can
make a conclusion that Pa and Pb are totally different and terminate the following
steps.

(2) Continue to match next level nodes of Pa and Pb and get MT nodes directly by
recording the concepts in the set Cm, where Cm = Cam ∩ Cbm.

(3) If |Cam − Cm| ̸= |Cbm − Cm|, it is necessary to prune the UPM which has the bigger
number. Specifically, if |Cam−Cm| > |Cbm−Cm|, then rank the concepts in |Cam−Cm|
by intri and delete the concepts which have low-ranking values and all their child
nodes to make the number of left concepts in new set C ′

am −Cm equal to |Cbm −Cm|.
(4) Also rank the concepts in set Cbm −Cm by the degree of user’s interest, then select a

concept from set C ′
am −Cm and a concept from set Cbm −Cm separately in the same

rank order, and calculate the pairwise similarity degrees.
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(5) Record the concept pairs and their matching results whose similarity degrees are not
smaller than a threshold T .

(6) Delete the concepts in the concept pairs whose similarity degrees are smaller than T
and all their child nodes.

(7) Repeat step (2) to step (6) in the pruned Pa and pruned Pb until the level n, where
n = FdepOab, which is the floor depth of pruned Pa and pruned Pb.

(8) After getting the complete MT, it is possible to calculate the similarity degree of these
two UPM by Equation (7):

Psimab =
2 × FdepOab ×

∑
cpk∈MT

(
r(cpk) × sim(cpk) × dep(cpk)

depOMT

)
UdepOab ×

(∑
ci∈Pa

(
ri × dep(ci)

depOa

)
+

∑
cj∈Pb

(
rj × dep(cj)

depOb

)) (7)

4. Application and Experiment.

4.1. Application instance. To further illustrate the above strategy and the meaning
of the formulas, in this paper, we firstly describe and analyze the related process through
an application instance. We assume that users’ interests focus in the field of tourism, and
adopt the travel ontology in OWLS-TC3 as the standard ontology.

Suppose that user Ua has called the concepts of travel ontology 100 times in his oper-
ation history, and the specific distribution is shown in Figure 1. Then, according to the
proposed methods, we can get the UPM Pa of Ua shown as Figure 2.

Figure 1. Distribution of ontology concepts called by Ua

Also suppose that another UPM Pb of user Ub is shown as Figure 3. In order to calculate
the similarity degree of these two UPM, based on the proposed pruning strategy, we
generate the matching tree MTab that is shown in Figure 4, where the threshold T = 0.6.

Then, according to the structure of MTab and Equation (7), we can get the similarity
degree of Pa and Pb, namely, Psimab = 0.712.
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Figure 2. UPM Pa of Ua

Figure 3. UPM Pb of Ub

4.2. Experiment and analysis. In order to verify the performances of the UPM pro-
posed in this paper, we also conducted following simulation experiments. In a previous
work [9] we have proposed a semantic Web service discovery with stage-based matching
(DSM). And the proposed UPM can reveal the points of user’s interest, so it can be used
to narrow the matching range in discovery process. Therefore, we propose to improve
DSM by adding a Web service filtering procedure before its initialization stage, and name
the new algorithm advanced DSM (ADSM). To be specific, in the Web service filtering
procedure, all available Web services will be ranked by the degree of correlation of user’s
UPM, which can be calculated by the method proposed in [8]. The procedure is usually
performed when users are offline so as to improve the efficiency of ADSM.
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Figure 4. Matching tree MTab of Pa and Pb

Figure 5. Comparison of discovery efficiency

We compare these two algorithms in terms of success rate and discovery efficiency, and
adopt the definitions about the two parameters which are defined in [8]. The experimental
tools are the same as before: Net Beans 5.5.1, Protégé 3.5, Jena 2.5.1 and Apache Tomcat
6.0.14. We take the OWLS-TC3 test set of queries as service requests and use the standard
service descriptions of OWLS-TC3 and WS-DREAM set [10] involved in travel field as
the original models of service advertisement, and create 1500 service description files with
QoS level. The experiments compare the two algorithms while the number of available
Web services is separately 300, 600, 900, 1200 and 1500.

In the simulation, the first comparison is about the discovery efficiency of ADSM and
DSM, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, when the number of services is around 300, the discovery
completion time of both algorithms are roughly equal; with the increasing of service
quantity, the discovery efficiency of ADSM is significantly better than the efficiency of
DSM. And with the growth of the number of available services, the difference is more and
more obvious. The reason is that, with the deepening of the operation of user, the UPM
of user is increasingly clear and abundant, and the corresponding services which do not
match user’s preference will be filtered more thoroughly, so the follow-up matching range
will be smaller and clearer.
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Figure 6. Comparison of success rate

Figure 6 shows that, compared with DSM, ADSM has a higher discovery success rate
throughout. The main reason is that ADSM can match preferentially the available service
related to user’s interest with the help of the proposed UPM, and therefore, its discovery
results can meet user’s request better.

5. Conclusions. In this paper we proposed a new user personalization model for Web
service discovery based on pruning strategy. We formalized the model on the basis of
ontology technology, as well as provided the pruning strategy. Through comparing the
completion time and success rate of two typical algorithms, experimental results show
that the proposed model is better adapted to meet user’s preference, and can satisfy the
requirements of the application of service discovery well.
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